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ABSTRACT

Immunoglobulin G4–related sclerosing disease is a recently advocated disease entity. Though initially described as giving rise to autoimmune pancreatitis, this condition was subsequently found to involve extra-pancreatic tissues as well. In this report, we present a case of extra-pancreatic immunoglobulin G4–related sclerosing disease of the breast, with relevant imaging features on mammography, ultrasound, and magnetic resonance imaging.
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INTRODUCTION

Immunoglobulin (Ig) G4–related sclerosing disease is a recently advocated disease entity,1 which can be regarded as a systemic condition. It was initially described as an autoimmune pancreatitis2 and majority of the cases show pancreatic involvement.3 Nevertheless, it can manifest as extra-pancreatic disease without pancreatic involvement. The emphasis of this case report is on imaging features of this disease entity on mammography, ultrasound, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the breasts, there being no pancreatic involvement in our patient.

CASE REPORT

A 47-year-old woman with good past health presented with a right breast mass for 2 months in 2008. There was no family history of breast cancer. Physical examination revealed a 4-cm mobile mass at the 9 o’clock position. No axillary lymphadenopathy was detected. Mammography showed that both breasts were intermediate in density, and multiple equal-density masses with obscured margins were also noted (Figure 1). There was no associated suspicious calcification or architectural distortion. Ultrasound showed multiple masses of various sizes with similar features in both breasts. The lesions were hypoechoic with lobulated margins, and were wider than tall and there was no posterior shadowing or suggestion of abnormal vascularity. The largest lesion was at the 9 o’clock position of right breast (R9H)
position (Figure 2) and corresponded to the palpable index lesion. Ultrasound-guided core biopsy of the palpable mass at the R9H position of the right breast was performed. Another lesion in left breast at the L2H position was also biopsied under ultrasound guidance. Pathology reports of both lesions revealed similar histological features, showing strips of breast tissue with sclerosis and a patchy dense lymphoid infiltrate with many IgG4+ plasma cells. It was suggested that the overall features were those of a reactive lymphoid infiltrate associated with fibrosis and infiltration by IgG4+ plasma cells.

MRI of both breasts was performed using a 1.5-Tesla Siemens MANETUM Avanto machine with a dedicated double breast coil. The patient was scanned in a prone position. The imaging protocol included T2-TSE-FS-TRA, T1-TSE-TRA, fl3d-dynamic-tra post-contrast scans with subtraction and maximum intensity projection, epi-slab-t2*first-pass perfusion-tra-5mm post-contrast images. In both breasts there were 9 masses in total. The largest one in the right breast was at the R9H position, corresponding to the biopsied palpable lesion and the largest one in left breast was in the L2H position corresponding to the other biopsied lesion. All of the masses showed similar features (Figure 3a to 3c). They were oval-shaped with lobulated margins. They were T1 isointense, T2 heterogenous with hyperintense components and showed homogenous internal enhancement. The time-intensity enhancement curve revealed a slow initial rise and absence of washout (type I curve) [Figure 3d].

The palpable lesion at the R9H position and another mass at the R3H position of the right breast were subsequently excised. The surgical specimens revealed pathological features identical to the biopsy results. Thus, the final diagnosis of IgG4-related sclerosing disease of breast was confirmed.

Subsequent blood test showed elevated serum IgG4 levels of 3.5 g/l (reference range, 0-2.91 g/l). Systemic work-up by computed tomography of the abdomen revealed normal pancreas. Patients preferred observation and declined systemic steroid treatment. Upon clinical follow-up until 2010, she remained asymptomatic with no symptoms or signs of sclerosing disease involving the pancreas or other major organs.

**DISCUSSION**

IgG4-related sclerosing disease is a systemic condition and involves pancreas in the majority of the cases. It can occur in many extra-pancreatic locations such as the biliary tree, salivary gland, retroperitoneum, kidneys, prostate, lungs, lymph nodes, and breasts. Although rare, this condition can manifest as extra-pancreatic disease without pancreatic involvement.

Serum IgG4 is a very useful marker for the diagnosis of IgG4-related sclerosing disease, which may help avoid unnecessary surgery as this condition can be effectively treated by steroids. This case illustrates no individual characteristic radiological features to establish the diagnosis of IgG4-related sclerosing disease of the breast, and the diagnosis was made histologically and serologically. Nevertheless, the multiplicity of lesions with lobulated margins, and the type I enhancement curve on contrast-enhanced MRI were observed in this patient. These findings favour a benign lesion.

In conclusion, IgG4-related sclerosing disease of the breast is a rare disease that can present with bilateral breast masses. Because it is a systemic condition, it is important to look for other sites of possible involvement, using both clinical examination and radiological investigations.
Figure 3. Magnetic resonance imaging features of the palpable index lesion at the 9 o’clock position (arrows) of right breast. The lesion (a) is isointense on T1-weighted image; (b) is heterogenous with a hyperintense component on T2-weighted image; and (c) shows homogenous enhancement. (d) It shows a type I enhancement curve. All the other lesions in both breasts showed similar features.
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